Library Databases

The library databases are a digital collection of published information in an online format.

Efficient

Information is organized by subjects and will often be found in specific databases labeled by these fields/subjects.

Credible

Database articles are checked for accuracy and credibility by publishers including authors, publishers, and citation information.

Economical

Databases include scholarly journals, newspapers, and articles that are not available without a paid subscription.

Convenient

Library databases are available during library hours and 24/7 through your student login and password.

Accessing the Databases

Go to the library homepage
library.skc.edu

Click on the Find items tab and click on online databases

On campus you can access databases immediately

Off campus you will need to log in with the username and password.

You can contact the library for the current information.
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Cochrane Library Database

Six databases for healthcare research from medical trial results to economic evaluations of treatments

Montana State Library Catalog

Catalog of books and other materials across Montana and worldwide libraries

NewsBank

Large collection of full-text articles from local, regional, and national newspapers, blogs, journals, and multimedia sources

Ethnic NewsWatch

Full text articles from newspapers, magazines, and journals carrying ethnic or cultural significance

INFOTRAC

Journals and reference sources covering physical sciences, technology, medicine, social sciences, the arts, theology and literature